A resolution supporting the recommendation of a mandatory fee charged to the students of Arizona State University.

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION,

WHEREAS, The Council of Presidents for the ASASU, is recommending the enactment of a mandatory $75 fee, hereby referred to as the ‘Athletics Fee,’ charged to the entirety of the student body of Arizona State University each semester, in order to establish a shared governance system between the ASASU and Sun Devil Athletics;

WHEREAS, the Council of Presidents proposes that through the enactment of such a fee, tuition dollars traditionally allocated to Sun Devil Athletics will be re-invested into the university and allocated towards services and resources for the student body of Arizona State University as laid out in this proposal. The enactment of such a proposal will allow the ASASU a more concrete and effective voice in both Sun Devil Athletics and the university system as they are invited to the table as official stakeholders;

BE IT RESOLVED that the Graduate Assembly recommends the “Athletics Fee” of $75 a semester, but this recommendation will be invalid should the terms of the ASASU: Athletics Fee proposal of October 24, 2013, substantially change.